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Summary 

The . mnparibon of pulso.i vs. dr arc operation for 
T.nr'.qmi. a;.C argci s.'.-jws •=; 'jb.-f*. in charge di 3tribijti on 
tLrmaiA thi- Mgtn*r ir-iarge '̂.Jtt•s ror tn«* pulsed cas.e. 
'le'its with, various nignctK' fioid s.hd[>es aicr;:j tho arc 
OL. luiw. show a signii lCftiiL in:rGiSft in hi <7h charge state 
on.r.̂ t for d unifora fieli j jr.: ared to trip case with 
a field low at the cathodes. 

Introduction 

In the sunanr of 1974 a new test facility was set 
up by the 8t-Inch Cyclotron group to develop Penning 
ton Gauge O'KJ") sources f"r positive heavy ions with 
high charge states. High charge states are very 
important to the Cyclotron because the energy of the 
bean varies as the square of the charge. The goal 
of this program is to optimize the high charge state 
output of the PIG source by systematic variations of 
source parameters. The operation of the source at only 
10-15 kV above ground makes it convenient to put as 
much power into the source as needed, and to use 
auxiliary coil3 to vary the magnetic field. Most of 
the results are applicable to the internal source of 
a cyclotron, and to external sources for a cyclotron 
or electrostatic accelerator, which can then inject a 
linac for example. The results reported here are the 
first obtained from this facility. The parameters 
studied are pulsed vs. dc arc conditions, and variation 
of the magnetic field shape in the arc column. 

Description of Facility 

The heavy ion source test facility consists of 
several sources, a magnet providing magnetic field for 
the arc and for charge st«ate analysis, a Faraday cup 
and scanning wires for beam measurements. This system 
is shown in Fig. 1. The magnet geometry is based on 
trie standard Berkeley HILAC design for the 750 kV 
injector. The Magnetic field can be varied up to 11 kG 
but is 4-5.5 kG in these tests. The source is biased 
at typicali + 10 kV so that the beam emerges at ground 
potential for convenient measurement of intensity and 
emittance. The anode is water cooled copper. The 
beam exit slit is in a replaceable tantalum insert with 
a beam exit slit .04 in x * 50 in in size. The arc bore 
diameter is .375 in and the distance between cathodes 
is 5.1 in. The cathodes are heated by the arc. To 
strike the arc the voltage is increased to 3 kV and 
the gas pressure is increased. The arc strikes in a 
few seconds. The puller is made of t&ntalun. It has 
a slit .05 - .08 in x .56 in in size, spaced .05 in 
away from the anode. The angle of bend of the beam 
is 120 degrees to give beam analysis and radial 
focusing. The edge ̂ ngle of the magnet exit is 23 
degrees to the beam normal, for axial focusing. In 
addition to the main magnet coils there are pole face 
"mirror" coils bo adjust the magnetic field along the 
arc column. The range of field profile control is 
shown in Fig. 2, for a main field in the range used 
her* for the higher charge states. For the nitroge:. 
and argon charge state distributions reported here 
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Arc Pui Power jiBSlX 

K high power pulsed <r~ supply has boon des.19r.ed, 
built and recently mac"e rational. It c m deliver jp 
to 10 A of average currer. at up to 3 kV. Pea); cur
rents of up to 40 A are available. It produces currtnt-
regulated square-wave pulses as short as 10 us and with 
a duty factor van».ble from 0-100%. It can be used for 
either the test-facility source or the internal BM-lnch 
Cyclotron source. A circuit description follows. 

The basic circuit is she 
dc power supply with an outpu 
is applied to the arc termina 
through a tntrode VI (Eimac t 
as a switch and series current 
of a reference level generator 
loop. 

in Fig. 3. A 4 kV, 10 A 
capacitor bank of 130 uF 
of the PIG ion source 
4CW 50,0000 which acts 
-gulator under control 
..id negative feedback 

For use in the ion source test stand, the arc power 
supply, series tube VI, and associated circuitry are 
electrically isolated to perttit t-î sinc, of the source at 
a positive potential of up to 12 kV. VI cathode operates 
4kV below the extraction bias potential and is a common 
point for isolated power supplies and the arc current 
shunt. It. is the most convenient point for comparison 
of reference and current feedback signals. 

VI is actuated by V2, a bootstrap type driver with 
floating input from isolated operational amplifier A2. 
Under quiescent conditions V2 is cut off by the negative 
biased output of A2, and VI grid is held below cut off 
by conduction of V3 to the negative 850V bias power 
supply. A reference signal from a variable pulser 
(Hewlett-Packard type 8003A) or from a dc reference 
power supply, is generated at ground potential, applied 
directly to an LED-phototransistor isolator, £Jid trans
mitted to the input of comparator Al at VI cathode 
potential. Al cempares the transmitted reference with 
the signal fed back from the arc current shunt at VI 
cathode, and relays a signal proportional to the differ
ence through a second LED-phototransistor isolator to 
the input of A2. Positive going output of A2 causes V2 
to conduct and raises the grid of VI above cutoff. 
Assuming that the ion source cathodes are hot enough to 
produce an arc at less than the maximum available arc 
voltage of about 3 JcV, plate current will flow in VI 
and be stabilized by the negative feedback loop. 

The dc loop gain is approximately 100, flat to 15 
kHz. Unity gain in the loop is at 300 kHz. The pulse 
rise time is 5 Us- The maximum pulse current available 
with negative grid operation of VI is above 40 A. For 
continuous operation the pulser is rated at 30 A maximum 
pulse current and 10 A average dc. The duty factor may 
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be increased to 100* as pulse current is reduced. For 
pulse widths greater than 10 msec, the pulse current 
is restricted to 10 A. Mi.ni.tnum pulse •* ldth is 10 ws 
and maximum repitition rate is 20 kHz. Tyr. ical service 
is with pulse widths in the ra:i«iH 1 '.c 5 ws at 25% to 
95% duty factor. Continuous op̂ r.it Î.-I at 60 Hz and 
120 Hz :s avoided because of the possibility of over-
ioaunq single phases of the arc power supply recti
fier. 

Operation is described above for a running condi
tion with source cathodes hot enough :o start an arc 
at a voltage less than 3 kV. This is insufficient 
voltage to start arc conduction at normal operating 
gas pressure when the source cathodes are cold. No 
plate current can flow in VI, and, as its grid comes 
above cut-off, screen current rises steeply. An 
auxiliary feedback loop, not shown in Fig. 3 senses 
high screen current and limits it under fight control 
of the arc current reference level. The screen cur
rent is held at its rated value of 1A while ion source 
gas pressure is increased to the pcint where an arc 
will strike. As plate current begins to flow in VI 
its screw current subsides, and the reference level 
can be increased, as the source cathodes heat, to 
produce a stable arc at a current above 2A. The gas 
pressure can then be reduced to the operating level , 
and the arc current can be adjusted to the desired 
pulse or dc conditions. 

Results 

A survey of PIG sources by Bennett2 shows that 
the highest traction of high charge states has been 
obtained under pulsed conditions. So the first set 
cf data to be obtained was the comparison of the 
charge state distribution of nitrogen under dc and 
pulsed, cond tions. The runs described here lasted 3-5 
hours. Usually the output of high charge states 
dropped about a factor of 2 by that time, so the source 
was removed for cleaning. The charge distribution data 
may have an error of up to a factor of about 2 for the 
relative intensities of high and low charge states, 
because the beam is larger than the Faraday cup 
aperture. The data are shown in Fig. 4. The gas and 
extraction conditions were optimized for N . The 
extraction voltage was constant at 10 kV. Since the 
magnetic field was varied to measure the various 
charge states, the relative distribution of ths» charge 
states will be somewhat different from the case of 
constant field. But the shift from dc to pulsed 
should be approximately the same as the constant field 
case. A mirror coil current of 500 A was chosen, to 
give an approximately uniform magnetic field it 10%) 
*s shown in Fig- 2. The average arc current was 8 A 
for both cases. ATCvoltage was 500 V for dc and some
what higher for pulsing. The dc output of N + is 
increasing with arc current in this region, so a cur
rent near the maximum rating of the supply was chosen. 
For the pulsed case a 33% duty factor was chosen, with 
1 ms pulse length and 3 ms period. It is interesting 
that pulsing shifts the charge distribution toward the 
higher charge states, as expected, giving a factor of 
2-3 more N 5 than with dc operation. 

Another interesting parameter is the mirror field 
current. An experiment was reported by Bennett and 
Gavin1 in which the field was lower at the cathodes 
than at the center of the arc column, to allow higher 
power operation. However, the high charge state output 
v&s much less than with a uniform field. Also Burrows 
and Green observed" that a low field at the cathode 
performed poorly for high charge states. Since we had 
been operating another version of the source in this 

magnet without mirror coils, wo wished to find th-~ 
importance of going to a uniform field. Fig. 5 i,i\c>v-i 
the intensi ty of N versus the airnr c-oi 1 current. 
The results, like those of the other groups, show ,i 
significant increase in output when qoinq fron ** tî l.i 
about 50t lower at the cathodes to an approximately 
uniform field. The gas and main magnet current •*«.•! e 
optimized at each point. The U * i nc-reased a f J:: ; or 
of 4-5. It was hoped that an ev>jn lacier mirr-jr .vi 1 
current would prjviie i.n rerlt̂ -tior. near tht3 _-at ho-its 
and give longer confinement time and higher ~harat' 
states. The data tend tc verify tins, but there ><a> 
too much loading of the high voltage sr;-~ly to go mui-h 
higher at present. 

The tests done for nitrogen were repeated for 
argon. Fig. 6 shows charge state distributions ta*en 
for dc and pulsed conditions. The arc current was set 
at 3.5 A for both dc and juicing operation. This w.ts 
approximately optimum for Ar *. The voltage wo.s ahuuL 
700 V for dc and higher fcr pulsing. The results jh'>.j 
a shift toward higher charge states with pulsing, sim
ilar to the nitrogen data. 

The last result obtained here is the dependence 
of Ar * on mirror coi1 field, shown in Fig. 7. The 
results again show an increase .jf output with UiL'rojs-
ing mirror field. A decrease in the minimum gas t1 iw 
necessary to sustain the arc was observed as the mirror 
current was increased for the d<_ case. This is inter
preted to indicate a longer confinement time. 

Some tests hav_- also been made using the puls'.'i 
arc supply on *.i.e internal source for the Sd-Inch 
Cyclotron. "his source is similar to the test stand 
source and operates in a uniform field of 15-17 KZ. 
For Ar + beam,improvements due to pulsing are siniljr 
to those of the test facility, when the ^rc bore dia
meter is the same: .375 in. However, a large inureaso 
u. output for dc operation has been observed oy do-
creasing the bore diameter to .252 in by us.in̂  eit'net 
tantalum sleeves or special anodes. In this case a 
smaller additional gain is obtained by pulsi.-iq. "saMe 
beams of Ca' + , for example, are made possible with tr.-? 
smaller bore. The arc power is about the sane with 
the two bore sizes, so the power density is increased 
about a factor of 2 for the small bote. Apparently 
the high charge states require a higher ar.- density 
either in space or time. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Schematic views showing: Top) the mirror PIG 
source in the test facility. Bottom) the beam 
extraction and subsequent focus into an electron-
suppressed Faraday cup. 

Fig. 2. The magnetic field strength for several values 
of mirror coil current is shown as a function of 
position along the central axis of the arc column. 
The location of the mirror coils as well as the 
anode and cathodes are indicated in the upper 
portion of the figure. 

Fig. 3. A simplified schematic of the arc pulsed 
power supply. The approximate voltage wave forms 
and currents are shown for a 30A peak, 1ms arc 
current pulse. 

Fig. 4. Charge state distribution for nitrogen aas 
for an approximately uniform magnetic field 
(mirror coil current of 500 A). Gas flow and 
extraction conditions were optimized for N 5 +. 

Fig. 5. Variation of extracted N 5* beam current 
intensities as a function of mirror coil current 
for both pulsed and dc arc conditions. The 
cross-hatched regions are bounded by data taken 
with a freshly cleaned source (upper bounds) and 
with the same source after several hours of 
operation (lower bounds). 

Fig. 6. Charge state distribution for argon gas for 
approximately uniform magnetic field (mirror coil 
current of 500 A). Gas flow and extraction con
ditions were optimized for Ar**. 

Fig. 7. Variation oi extracted Kr beam current 
intensities as a function of mirror coil current 
for both pulsed and dc arc conditions. 
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